Mediterra Tile

Decorative Floor Tile Collection
For nearly 800 years, the Andalucia region of Spain and Portugal was ruled
and developed by North African Moorish civilizations - cultures which
identified the Divinity within complex mathematical designs. During the
Reconquista, Christian Spaniards slowly retook these artistically fertile lands
and planted the seeds of the European Renaissance.
The Decorative Floor Tile Collection draws from this singular circumstance
where the art and architecture of two strikingly unique cultures were
combined. By lingering in libraries and museums of antiquities, we have
constructed a story where light glances off the tooled-leather saddle of a
Conquistador and illuminates the zellij mosaics in the courtyard of the
Alhambra. The sun begins to disappear behind a bloom of red wine on the
sidewalks of Barcelona and warms your parlour floor like a fond memory.
Create your own story by contacting an authorized distributor.

Our beeswax finishes are not proprietary secrets; rather they emerged
through the practice of longstanding terra cotta traditions. We proudly
maintain close relationships with local beekeepers to provide the raw
beeswax used in our Decorative Floor Tile finishes.
DF6A-0604C, ND1-04A, Hojas Decorative Base Moulding, and Hojas Outside Corner shown in Miel
DF7D-02 shown in Nogal

Standard Wax Finishes:

Rosso

Miel

Nogal

Our vast collection of components
allows for horizontal and vertical
installations to be scaled appropriately
to the size and purpose of the living
space.
Field Tile are available in all Decorative
Floor Tile shapes and sizes. These
unembellished
pieces
are
fully
interchangeable components within
each Floor Tile combination, thus
allowing for much greater design
flexibility.
DF8D & DF9A shown in three available sizes

Field components ND8-06A & ND9-07 shown in Nogal

Tailor installations with our versatile offering of
architectural trims. Select from any of Mediterra
Tile's Decorative Base or Standard Mouldings.
Explore the potential and view the complete
Decorative Floor Tile collection online at:
www.mediterratile.com.

Detail of DF1M-08B shown in Nogal

Detail of DF7D-02 shown in Polished Bronze

DF1M-08B, Border Tiles DF28A-04A08B &
DF1G-04A, Field Tile ND1-04A, and Parish Decorative Base Moulding shown in Nogal

Technical Notes
Application: The Decorative Floor Tile series are intended for use in residential interiors on horizontal and vertical surfaces. The tiles are not recommended for exterior installations in an environment encountering freezing
temperatures or where subterranean moisture may wick through the installation.
Variation: Because of the handcrafted nature of our tiles, many of the products may exhibit variation in size, shape, color, and texture. These variations are inherent in materials such as ours and are a defining element in
the beauty of the final installation. Samples are available upon request and are provided as an indication of a particular product and are for reference only. Due to inherent variations, individual samples cannot be
considered exact representations. We also recommend that all materials be shuffled during installation. Printed colors may not be accurate.
Ordering: An interior designer or tile contractor should provide the owner/agents with quantity requirements for purposes of ordering. We recommend that sufficient overage is included in orders to allow for breakage in
jobsite handling and waste resulting from saw cuts, because additions may not correspond to the original material. It is the responsibility of the owner/purchaser and those acting on behalf of the owner to verify that the
material specified is appropriate for its final application and to review and approve materials before they are shipped.
Maintenance: Sweep regularly and damp mop as needed using a compatible neutral floor cleaner. Periodic reapplication of a liquid floor wax is recommended to clean and protect the floor from excessive wear, and to
develop and maintain the brilliance of the finish. Commercial floor finishes formulated with compatible acrylic wax copolymers may also be applied according to manufacturer specifications for regular maintenance.
Installation: Refer to the Tile Council of America publication, Handbook for Ceramic Tile Installation, following instructions for your specific type of installation. We recommend that our tiles are installed only by an
experienced handmade tile installer. Because of the interconnected designs of many of our floor tiles, it is also recommended that the installer perform a "dry run" prior to permanent installation, to determine the
necessary allowances between components. Use of a grout of dark tonal value is recommended. During the process of grouting, slight abrasion on edges and crowns of the tiles may result. To reduce the likelihood of such
abrasion, grout should be prepared to the most fluid consistency allowable. Care should be taken to avoid repeated tooling of grout over the surface of the tiles. Immediately after the grout is cured and dry, the entire
installation must be finished with two applications of the supplied liquid paste wax. This will enrich and renew abraded areas of the tile, serve to eliminate grout haze, offer protection from traffic, and act as a foundation
for future maintenance systems. This wax paste may also be used during installation to refinish saw cut edges of tiles.
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